


Pollution Prevention Procedure 

Attachment 7 to MDEQ Storm water Discharge Permit Application 

 

Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeep Program: 

 

62. Provide the procedure for updating and revising the inventory in Question 60 and map (or maps) 

identified in Question 61 as facilities and structural storm water control are added, removed, or no 

longer owned or operated by the applicant. A suggested timeframe for updating/revising the inventory 

and map(s) is 30 days following adding/removing a facility or structural storm water control.  

 

 

63. Provide the procedure for assessing each facility identified in Question 60 for the potential to 

discharge pollutants to surface waters of the state. The procedure shall include a process for updating 

and revising the assessment. A recommended timeframe for updating/revising the assessment is 30 days 

prior to discharging storm water from a new facility and within 30 days of determining a need to 

update/revise the facility assessment.  

 

The applicant should consider the following factors when assessing each facility: 

 Amount of urban pollutants stored at the site (e.g., sediment, nutrient, metals, hydrocarbons, 

pesticides, fertilizers, herbicides, chlorides, trash, bacteria, or other site-specific pollutants) 

 Identification of improperly stored materials 

 The potential for polluting activities to be conducted outside (e.g., vehicle washing) 

 Proximity to waterbodies 

 Poor housekeeping practices 

 Discharge of pollutants of concern to impaired waters 

 

As part of the new permit cycle a request for changes o the site inventory, not only 

development/redevelopment, but changes to the facilities, maintenance practices and structural 

storm water control will be used to update and revise the inventory and also these changes will be 

logged and reported annually when we do the annual report. Any changes will be reported to the 

State at that time. We will also notify the Genesee County Drain Commission as well as send on the 

DEQ upon request. 

A procedure for assessing the potential discharge pollutants to surface waters of the state was 

developed. The following factors were considered for assessing facilities in the urbanized area: 

1. Amount of urban pollutants stored at the site (e.g., sediment, nutrients, metals, hydrocarbons, 

pesticides, fertilizers, herbicides, chlorides, trash, bacteria, or other site-specific pollutants) 

2. Identification of improperly stored materials 

3. The potential for polluting activities to be conducted outside (e.g., vehicle washing)  

4. Proximity to waterbodies 

5. Poor housekeeping practices 

6. Discharge of pollutants of concern to impaired water 



 

70. Provide the procedure identifying the BMPs currently implemented or to be implemented during the 

permit cycle to prevent or reduce pollutant runoff at each facility with the medium and lower potential 

for the discharge of pollutants to surface water of the state using the assessment and prioritized list in 

Questions 63 and 64. 

 

 

71. Provide the procedure for prioritizing each catch basin for routine inspection, maintenance, and 

cleaning based on preventing or reducing pollutant runoff. The procedure shall include assigning a 

priority level for each catch basin and the associated inspection, maintenance and cleaning schedule 

based on preventing or reducing pollutant runoff. The procedure include a process for updating/revising 

the priority level for a catch basin giving consideration to inspection findings and citizen complaints. A 

recommended timeframe for updating/revising the procedure is 30 days following the construction of a 

catch basin or a change in priority level. 

 

 7. Did Facilities under 2008 permit have facilities that were required (per Industrial Program) 

to have a SWPPP in 2010. 

Each Facility under Vienna Township’s jurisdiction was evaluated using these factors. Evaluation of 

new facilities will occur for inclusion in the annual report with the rationale being that mowing 

forward all new construction will address the quality and quantity as per the storm water 

development standards and therefore be low threats. The re-evaluation of the above assessment 

criteria will occur for the next permit application. 

Low and Medium potential property located within a Non-Urbanized area was not ranked, and 

was not included in this permit. Shown for information purposes only.  

Updated as changes occur. This will correspond with the annual report.  

Procedure: 

BMP’s are identified in Table 3. For those sites considered Low or Medium priority there are no 

BMP’s that have been identified as needed. 

 

Each site was looked at when prioritized. Vacant, administration buildings, public parking lots, or 

road beds. It was determined that these sites have little potential to discharge pollutants to a water 

of the State. It did not make sense to spend money on adding BMP’s to systems that have little 

potential to discharge pollutants. 

 

If a potential pollution source is identified with an appropriate BMP(s) is necessary, a schedule (not 

to exceed 2-years) would be developed to implement the BMP(s). 

Due to the fact that there are only 16 catch basins as shown on Table 3, instead of prioritizing, all 

catch basins will be inspected annually in the fall. Maintenance and/or cleaning will be done on 

inspection and completed within 30 to 60 days.  



72. Provide the geographic location of the catch basins priority level using either a narrative description 

or map. 

 

73. Provide the procedure for inspecting, cleaning, and maintaining catch basins to ensure proper 

performance. Proper cleaning methods include ensuring accumulated pollutants are not discharged 

during cleaning and are removed prior to discharging to surface waters of the state. A compliance 

assistance document titled Catch Basin Cleaning Activities Guidance Document is available at 

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/wb-stormwater-CatchBasinGuidance_216198_7.pdf. 

 

 

74. Provide the procedure for dewatering and disposal of materials extracted from catch basins.  

A compliance assistance document title Catch Basin Cleaning Activities Guidance Document is available 

at 

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/wb-stormwater-CatchBasinGuidance_216198_7.pdf. 

 

75. Provide the procedure for inspection and maintaining the structural storm water controls identified 

in Question 60, excluding the structural storm water controls included in an SOP as part of Question 65 

and catch basins. The procedure shall include a description and a schedule for inspecting and 

maintaining each structural storm water control and the process for disposing of maintenance waste 

materials. The procedure shall require that control be maintained to reduce to the maximum extent 

practicable the contribution of pollutants to storm water. The procedure shall include a process for 

updating revising the procedure to ensure a maintenance and inspection program for each structural 

storm water control. A recommended timeframe for updating/revising the procedure is 30 days 

following the implementation of a new structural storm water control.  

 

 

 

Maps attached.  

All Township owned catch basins will be inspected annually in the fall. The inspections will be 

contracted through a qualified service provider. Based on the findings of that inspection, 

maintenance may be required. If a catch basin should have a depth of waste more than 40%, it will 

need to be cleaned. If structure failure is present, other forms of maintenance may be ordered. All 

catch basins will have the same priority. The annual report will show any additions or subtractions to 

the inventory.  

Same as answer to Question 73. 

The detention basin vegetative swales will be inspected annually and cleaned out and/or maintained 

as needed. Any material removed during cleaning or maintenance will be  

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/wb-stormwater-CatchBasinGuidance_216198_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/wb-stormwater-CatchBasinGuidance_216198_7.pdf




 

78. Provide the procedure for prioritizing applicant-owned or operated streets, parking lots, and other 

impervious infrastructure for street sweeping based on the potential to discharge pollutants to surface 

waters of the state. The procedure shall include assigning a priority level for each parking lot and street 

and the associated cleaning schedule (i.e., sweeping frequency and timing) based on preventing or 

reducing pollutant runoff. The procedure shall include a process for updating/revising the priority level 

giving consideration to street sweeping findings and citizen complaints. A recommended timeframe for 

updating/revising the prioritization is 20 days following the construction of a new street. Parking lot, or 

other applicant-owned or operated impervious surface or within 30 days of identifying a need to revise a 

priority level. 

79. Provide the geographic location of the streets, parking lots, and other impervious surfaces in each 

priority level using either a narrative description or map.  

80. Provide the procedure identifying the sweeping methods based on the applicant’s sweeping 

equipment and use of additional resources in sweeping seasonal leaves or pick-up of other materials. 

Proper sweeping methods include operating sweeping equipment according to the manufacturers’ 

operating instructions and to protect water quality.  

81. Provide the procedure for dewatering and disposal of street sweeper waste material. A compliance 

assistance document titled Catch Basin Cleaning Activities Guidance Document is available at 

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/wb-stormwater-CatchBasinGuidance_216198_7.pdf. 

82. Provide the procedure requiring the applicant’s pesticide applicator to be certified by the State of 

Michigan as an applicator in the applicable category, to prevent or reduce pollutant runoff from the 

vegetated land. A description of the categories is located at http://www.michigan.gov/mdard/0,4610,7-

125-1569_16988_35289-11992--,00.html 

 

An annual update of the assessment of operation activities is the most efficient way to program. This will 

correspond with the annual report.  

Vienna Twp. is not responsible for cleaning streets, MDOT & the Genesee County Road Commission are. While 

the Twp. does own parking lots, we do no street sweep them. All cleaning is done by hand and debris is 

bagged and put tin trash on an as needed basis. Lawn and leaf material is done in the same manner as our 

trash pickup includes yard waste pickup. 

The following addresses makeup the location of the parking lots in question 78: 

3400 W Vienna, 3370 W Vienna, 3291 W Vienna, 2080 W Vienna, 2136 W Vienna 

All addresses are Clio, MI 48420 

While Vienna Twp. Does not street sweep, all equipment used during cleanup of parking lots (brooms, vacs, 

etc.) are used according to manufacturer’s operating instructions and in accordance with the Genesee County 

Good Housekeeping/Pollution Prevention guidelines. 

Not applicable. Vienna Township does not do street sweeping. 

All hand sweeping is bagged and put in trash as stated in #78. 

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/wb-stormwater-CatchBasinGuidance_216198_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/mdard/0,4610,7-125-1569_16988_35289-11992--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mdard/0,4610,7-125-1569_16988_35289-11992--,00.html


83. Provide the procedure requiring contractors hired by the applicant to perform municipal operation 

and maintenance activities comply with all pollution prevention and good housekeeping BMPs as 

appropriate. The procedure shall include the process implemented for providing oversight of contractor 

activities to ensure compliance. 

84. Provide the employee training program to train employees involved in implementing the pollution 

prevention and good housekeeping program. The program shall include the training schedule. At a 

minimum, existing staff shall be trained once during the permit cycle and new hires within the first of 

their hire date.  

 

Vienna Township only hires pesticide applicators that are certified by the State of Michigan. The contractor is 

required to provide evidence of said certification the Township. 

The Pollution Prevention Good Housekeeping Manual will be incorporated by reference into all maintenance 

contracts. Contractors will be required to provide employee training at least once during the permit cycle. 

Oversight will be provided by the Township staff who are trained in good housekeeping practices and familiar 

with the contract and will see that the contract and practices are adhered to.  

Program: Good housekeeping training. Manual is in Attachment 7. 

Training covers: 

 Good Housekeeping Practices 

 Contracts 

 Inspection & Maintenance of Infrastructure.  

 

GCDC-SWM is in the process of being able to provide training on a CD or via the internet to facilitate 

in house training. 

Also, those Departments or Nested Jurisdictions that have a SWPPP, have one or more staff that has 

attended the industrial training and certification put on by the MDEQ. 

Any employee working outdoors will be given training every 2 years, all other employees will take 

training every 3 years. All employees will receive training at least once per permit cycle and within 

the first year of hire. Training shall take place in late March/Early April in order to coincide wih the 

changing of seasons. 

 

Goals for this program are as follows: 

100% of employees trained in good housekeeping practices. Training will be tracked and logged. 

100% of Illicit Discharges and spills addressed and corrected. Discharges and spills will be tracked, 

logged and classified. 

100% of Township owned catch basin inspections performed & maintenance completed as 

necessary on an annual basis. Inspections logged along with any maintenance activity needed. 

100% of pesticide applications done to Township owned properties shall have amounts of all 

pesticides logged by the professional doing the application. This information will be kept on file.   
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